A relativistic Monte Carlo model for high-energy heavy-ion colhsions is presented. The interaction process is described as a sequence of classical, binary, on-shell baryon-baryon collisions. Pion production is taken into account by allowing 8 resonance formation. The latter are given a definite mass and a lifetime larger than the collision time.
I. INTRODUCTION The recent availability of accelerators capable of providing heavy ion beams with a kinetic energy of a few hundreds of MeV to a few GeV per nucleon has opened a new chapter of nuclear physics, where the atomic nuclei are studied under quite unusual conditions. It was believed that such high energy reactions possibly were the site of exotic phenomena such as shock wavh, ' pion condensation, ' or density isomers. ' At present, the situation is rather disappointing.
The evidence for these exotic phenomena (or any others) is rather weak. de- pends upon the way the average field is modified during the collision process.
The absence of a potential mell in our calculation prevents our describing correctly the production of composite particles as well as the projectile fragmentation.
In the eases me investigated below, composite particle production is a sizable correction at small angles only and becomes progressively negligible at large angles (see Sec. III).
Another consequence of the lack of potential wells is that the nuclei can expand, evep in the absence of nucleon-nucleon collisions, just because of Fermi motion. This effect is, however, not important because of short collision times (see below). More precise information can be gained if the counters R, U, and D count protons, if, and only if, the telescope T detects a proton of a given energy. The quantity C is then a function of both 8 and the energy of the particle or, equivalently, 'of its parallel and perpendicular momentum components (p"or p, ) in the c.m. system. The quantity C is shown in Fig. 11 for the "C+"C system. This situation is corroborated by Fig. 12 , mhich displays the values of the coefficient C(Pg Pe) for a laboratory angle of 40', i. e. , for a cut in the (P"P") plane. Once again, there is rather good agreement between theory and experiment, but the peak is too high and occurs at too low a value of P, .
V. SINGLE KNOCKOUT VERSUS MULTIPLE

COLLISIONS
The first inclusive data had been explained successfully by the fireball model, in which the so-called participant nucleons suffer so many collisions that they are thermalized. On the other hand, Koonin and Hatch' have shown that the 800 MeV/A data can be explained by a single knockout process. In this picture, the nucleons of the projectile collide once, at most, with the target nucleons. Since that time, there has been intensive effort to try to discriminate between the two processes. Before discussing this point in connection with our results, we mould like to draw attention to the fact that the two processes are not defined unambiguously. In the fireball model, the quantity which is not precisely defined is the number of participant nucleons. In the knockout model, the flexible parameter is associated with the tail of the nucleon momentum distribution. It would then be interesting to determine the relative weight of the two processes. The two-particle correlation could be considered as suitable for that purpose.
They show definite departure from pure therm. al
process. An extended analysis of the data" leads to the conclusion that the knockout process contributes up to 50/z, definition, but we stress once again that it contains a certain amount of arbitrariness.
In Figs. 13 through 15, we consider the ratio R =de/da"c of the total inclusive cross section to the one obtained by summing the nucleons which have made three or more collisions. We try to extract the gross variation of R, with angle, energy, and impact parameter. The excess of R above unity is a measure of the direct process.
In Fig. 13 We have described a model for the interaction of two nuclei at high energy, which is pictured essentially as a sequence of baryon-baryon collisions treated in a classical relativistic manner.
We have compared the predictions of the model with experimental data. We successfully reproduced theproton inclusive cross sections in the "C+"C, "Ne+ 'Ne, and 
